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To explore kinship practices at chambered tombs in Early Neolithic Britain, here we
combined archaeological and genetic analyses of 35 individuals who lived about
5,700 years ago and were entombed at Hazleton North long cairn1. Twenty-seven
individuals are part of the first extended pedigree reconstructed from ancient DNA,
a five-generation family whose many interrelationships provide statistical power to
document kinship practices that were invisible without direct genetic data. Patrilineal
descent was key in determining who was buried in the tomb, as all 15 intergenerational
transmissions were through men. The presence of women who had reproduced with
lineage men and the absence of adult lineage daughters suggest virilocal burial and
female exogamy. We demonstrate that one male progenitor reproduced with four
women: the descendants of two of those women were buried in the same half of the
tomb over all generations. This suggests that maternal sub-lineages were grouped into
branches whose distinctiveness was recognized during the construction of the tomb.
Four men descended from non-lineage fathers and mothers who also reproduced with
lineage male individuals, suggesting that some men adopted the children of their
reproductive partners by other men into their patriline. Eight individuals were not
close biological relatives of the main lineage, raising the possibility that kinship also
encompassed social bonds independent of biological relatedness.

Genome-wide ancient DNA analysis has emerged as a transformative
tool for understanding how people in the past related to each other
and to people today. To date, these studies have mostly focused on
changes in deep ancestry proportions over time, which can be accurately characterized with only a handful of individuals per population2,3.
Ancient DNA has been increasingly applied to provide insight into social
phenomena4–7. Yet, while more than a thousand pairs of first-degree
to fourth-degree relatives have been documented in the ancient DNA
literature, there have been almost no multigenerational families5,7 where
the exact relationships of all the individuals have been uniquely characterized. In studies of Neolithic chambered tombs in Britain and Ireland,
relatedness patterns documented to date include cases of first-degree
or second-degree relative pairs within or across tombs8, persistence
of particular Y chromosome lineages in the same tombs8, two brothers in the same chamber in England9, and an absence of biological kin
within the third degree among 11 and 15 sampled individuals at two
tombs in Ireland4. Our genome-wide data on 35 individuals from the
same tomb and reconstruction of a five-generation family including
27 individuals, which we co-analysed with contextual archaeological
information, thus offers an unprecedented opportunity to understand
social relations within the communities that built and used these tombs.
Such comprehensive reconstructions not only provide insight into the

genealogical aspects of kinship in past societies but can also be used
to identify kinship practices that extend beyond genealogical descent.
Anthropological studies have made it clear that kinship—the relationships of family connection and belonging that have a central role in
organizing societies—varies markedly across cultures. Biological relatedness may be of greater or lesser importance in determining kinship;
kin need not be biological relatives (or even human), and child rearing
is not always centred on the relationship between biological father and
mother10–12. Funerary practices often have an important role in the social
negotiation of connections and divisions between kin, and here we use
this insight, along with the ability of ancient DNA to document relatedness, to provide a window into the role of biology in determining kinship
among people who buried their dead in Neolithic chambered tombs.
Hazleton North (Gloucestershire, UK), an Early Neolithic
Cotswold-Severn chambered long cairn, contained well-preserved
human remains and was excavated in its entirety1. The tomb was constructed in the thirty-seventh century BC13, at least 100 years after cattle
and cereal cultivation had been introduced to Britain along with the
construction of megalithic monuments14; before that, the overwhelming majority of the biological ancestors of those buried at Hazleton
North lived in continental Europe2,3. There are many other long cairns
or long barrows in the region, at least nine of which share a bilateral
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Fig. 1 | The Hazleton North pedigree in the context of the physical structure
of the tomb. a, Plan of the Hazleton North long cairn (grey) showing the
L-shaped north and south chambered areas in the middle. The schematic in a is
adapted from ref. 1, original figure © Historic England. b, Burial locations for
individuals, with squares for male and circles for female individuals. Individuals
are coloured according to the female sub-lineage that they belong to. The
relative position of each individual within each compartment does not reflect
the exact location where the corpse or remains were placed. c, Reconstruction
of the pedigree, using the same colour scheme and indicating the locations of

individuals in the tomb, osteological information including age estimates, and
different mitochondrial DNA haplogroups as small circles with different
colours. Individuals with a dotted outline are unsampled (U) and their
existence is inferred. Pink, blue and orange dashed lines indicate probable
second-degree, third-degree and fourth-degree relationships, respectively.
Marks at the top corners of individuals indicate how many genealogical
connections linking individuals in the third through fifth generations to male
NC1m traverse through that individual (in blue, connections through
stepfathers). Gen, generation; mo., months; mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA.

arrangement of chambers with Hazleton North, although no two sites
are identical and others have different chamber arrangements. Hazleton
North incorporates two opposed L-shaped chambered areas mirrored
around the ‘spine’ of the cairn; these roofed chambered areas were
flanked by rectangular cells of masonry on either side of the axial line
and the whole cairn was enclosed by a retaining wall1 (Fig. 1a). The two
chambered areas, north and south, each had three compartments: a
chamber (innermost), a passage and an entrance (Fig. 1b, Extended Data
Fig. 1). Osteological analysis has identified a minimum of 41 individuals
within the tomb, including 22 adults15,16. The treatment of human remains
differs somewhat between the north and the south chambers (Supplementary Information Section 1): bones from more than five individuals in
the north chambered area had been gnawed by scavengers15, suggesting
exposure before deposition (Extended Data Fig. 2); cremated remains
from three individuals were placed in the north entrance (one infant, one
child and one adult); and the remains in the south chambered area were
more commingled and dispersed among neighbouring compartments
than in the north chambered area. The individuals buried at Hazleton
North exhibit a similar range of pathologies as those from contemporary tombs in southern Britain, such as osteoarthritis and conditions
suggesting nutritional stress in childhood15 (such as cribra orbitalia)

(Supplementary Information Section 1). Isotopic analysis indicates a
diet rich in animal proteins17, while proteomic analysis confirms that this
included dairy products18, which is also typical for the region. Bayesian
modelling of 44 radiocarbon dates suggested that the monument was
built over the course of a decade between 3,695 and 3,650 BC, with the
stonework of the north passage collapsing and sealing off the north
chamber around 3,660–3,630 BC, and the deposition of the individuals in this study probably ceasing around 3,620 BC13. A study of strontiumand oxygen stable isotopes on teeth suggested that most of the
22 individuals sampled had spent some of their childhood on geology
at least 40 km away19. Here we interpret new ancient DNA data alongside
the archaeological evidence to reconstruct kinship practices among the
community who buried their dead at Hazleton North.
To generate ancient DNA data, we obtained powder from 74 samples, largely petrous bones and teeth. We extracted DNA, generated
double-stranded and single-stranded libraries, enriched for molecules
overlapping approximately 1.2 million polymorphic positions in the
nuclear human genome as well as mitochondrial DNA, and sequenced
these libraries (Methods). We obtained data passing standard metrics
for DNA authenticity for 156 libraries deriving from 66 samples (Supplementary Table 1). After detecting samples that derived from the
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same individual and merging the data, we had genome-wide data from
35 distinct individuals (Extended Data Table 1) with a median coverage
of 2.9-fold (range of 0.018–9.75-fold; Supplementary Table 1).
We estimated mismatch rates on the autosomes (Supplementary
Tables 4, 5) for each pair of individuals, randomly sampling one DNA
sequence at each position on chromosomes 1–22, and computed
relatedness coefficients r (Supplementary Table 5; Methods). We also
determined the type of first-degree relationships based on uniparental
markers (mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosome) (Supplementary
Table 1) and based on the spatial pattern of mismatches along the
chromosomes (Supplementary Tables 5, 6, Extended Data Fig. 3). We
manually built family trees (Supplementary Information Section 2,
Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 4) consistent with the pairwise genetic
degrees of relatedness (Extended Data Fig. 2); maternal (mitochondrial DNA) and paternal (Y chromosome) haplogroups; genetic sex
(Supplementary Table 1); genetic inbreeding (Extended Data Fig. 9) and
age at death. After leveraging the distribution of recombination events
(Extended Data Fig. 5), we obtained a unique pedigree that fit the data
for 27 individuals (Fig. 1c). We determined that the inferred pedigree
(Supplementary Information Section 2) was entirely consistent with
independent information from the X chromosome (Extended Data
Fig. 6a), the number of shared DNA segments (Extended Data Fig. 6b)
and a different methodology for kinship estimation (Extended Data
Fig. 7). We introduce a nomenclature to refer to individuals that first
specifies the location within the tomb (north chamber (NC), north
passage (NP), north entrance (NE), south chamber (SC), south passage
(SP), south entrance (SE), unsampled individuals who may not even have
been buried in the tomb but who we know must have existed on the basis
of their genetic relationship to other individuals (U), and uncertain
location within the tomb (HN)); then specifies an arbitrary number to
distinguish each individual from the others; and finally gives a letter
to indicate their chromosomal sex. In this study, we use ‘m/male/man’ to
indicate an individual with an X chromosome and a Y chromosome, and
‘f/female/woman’ to indicate an individual with two X chromosomes,
while recognizing that chromosomal sex is only one element in how sex
and gender are contextually and culturally defined. In Extended Data
Table 1, Supplementary Tables 1, 2, we provide translations between
this nomenclature and genetic and osteological identifiers.
The reconstructed pedigree consists of a five-generation lineage
descended from one male (NC1m) and four female individuals with
whom he reproduced (SC1f, NC2f, NC3f and unsampled female U3f);
also interred as part of this family are adult female reproductive partners of lineage male individuals and male line descendants of these
women and non-lineage male individuals. The pedigree includes
27 individuals—three times as many individuals as the largest pedigrees
reconstructed from ancient DNA5,7—and provides the first direct evidence that at least some Neolithic tombs were organized around kinship
practices. Eight other individuals are not close biological relatives of
these 27 individuals. The reconstructed pedigree includes a sufficiently
rich network of relationships to identify kinship practices that would
be invisible in smaller datasets (Extended Data Table 2, Supplementary
Table 7), while the inclusion in the tomb of eight individuals without
evidence of close biological relationships or reproductive partnerships
with others in the pedigree suggests either that kinship did not always
depend on such relations or that kinship may not have been the only
criterion for inclusion in the tomb throughout its use.
Mortuary treatment varied according to chromosomal sex in several
ways. First, each third-generation, fourth-generation or fifth-generation
individual whose lineage we can trace through the second generation
to the first is connected to NC1m entirely through male individuals.
Specifically, all 15 of the genealogical connections are through fathers
(13 cases) or stepfathers (2 cases) (P = 0.000061 from a two-side binomial
test; Fig. 1c), providing the first direct evidence that patrilineal descent
was a primary determinant of who was interred with whom in a Neolithic
tomb. These observations are consistent with the inference that the

persistence of rare Y chromosome haplotypes over time among individuals from the same Neolithic tombs indicates patrilineal practices in
these communities4,8. Second, 26 of 35 individuals with genetic data are
biologically male (P = 0.00599 from a two-sided binomial test), consistent with osteological20 and genetic evidence8 that chambered tombs in
England and Ireland preferentially included biological male individuals
(for example, male individuals outnumber female individuals about 1.6
to 1 in Cotswold monuments)20. This suggests that the remains of some
women were treated in another way (for example, exposure of remains
to the elements or scattering of cremated remains away from the tomb).
Third, four women among those sampled had reproduced with lineage
male individuals, and their presence suggests virilocal burial, that is,
burial with a male partner’s lineage rather than their father’s lineage.
This, combined with the lack of adult lineage daughters among those
sampled (0 adult daughters versus 14 adult sons; P = 0.00012 from a
two-sided binomial test) and the presence of two lineage daughters who
died in childhood, suggests that women generally joined the lineage of
their mate. While we do not know the social or geographical distance
involved in this patrilocal exogamy, the lack of long runs of homozygosity (which measures how closely two parents of an individual are
related to each other) for all but one individual, indicates that inbreeding
was effectively avoided (Extended Data Fig. 9). These results show that
patrilineal descent had an important role in shaping social relations,
a finding that may provide some insight into the nature of the community at Hazleton North (especially given the associations between patrilineal descent, virilocality, polygyny and cattle husbandry documented
in ethnographically diverse cultures21). However, as we show below, the
spatial organization of the dead and the inclusion of individuals who
were not part of the biological patriline indicate that other considerations also had an important influence on burial patterns.
We observed six instances of multiple reproductive partners
(Fig. 1c), most notably male NC1m who reproduced with four female
individuals. We cannot determine whether the latter was an instance
of serial monogamy or polygyny, and we cannot exclude the possibility
of progeny from unions that were not socially sanctioned in any of the
six instances. Where men had multiple reproductive partners, those
women were not closely related to one another (Extended Data Fig. 8).
However, multiple reproductive partners of female individuals were
related in most cases, such as two male individuals in the patriline,
NE2m and unsampled male U11m, who are inferred to be third-degree
relatives and who both produced offspring with female U6f. Another
case is NC3f, who reproduced with male NC1m and also with a different male individual who, although not descending from NC1m, was
probably his close relative. Such women may have formed important
connections between parallel lineages of related male individuals.
Our data prove that the arrangement of chambers at this Neolithic
tomb was centrally determined by notions of kinship, a matter long
debated for such monuments22. While determination of who could
be buried at Hazleton North was primarily patrilineal, we observed a
significant spatial patterning in the placement of individuals from different maternal sub-lineages, with all 12 individuals belonging to the
sub-lineages of SC1f and U3f buried in the south, and 9 out of 13 belonging to the sub-lineages of NC2f and NC3f buried in the north, including
the first-generation mothers in the 3 out of 4 cases where we have been
able to locate them (P = 0.0011 from a Fisher’s exact test for a difference
in the spatial placement of these four sub-lineages) (Fig. 1b). We can
therefore describe the pedigree as divided into a ‘southern branch’ and
a ‘northern branch’, each consisting of two maternal lines. The fact that
this duality is fundamental to the architecture of the tomb suggests that
the builders anticipated this division. We infer that the collapse of walling that blocked the junction of the north passage and entrance1 led to
the deposition of longer-lived second-generation and third-generation
descendants of NC2f and NC3f outside the north chamber, disrupting
this duality and perhaps contributing to the abandonment of the tomb
by the northern branch (P = 0.00408 from a one-sided Fisher’s exact
Nature | www.nature.com | 3
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test for the individuals in these two sub-lineages with a likely later date
of death being buried outside the north chamber). The fact that these
branches were based on maternal descent provides evidence that the
women who founded each sub-lineage were socially significant in the
memories of these communities. The interplay between patrilineal and
maternal descent also has implications for interpreting the constitution
of personhood and gender in this Neolithic community23.
Our genetic analyses of individuals from Hazleton North reveal kinship practices that while consistent with patrilineality cannot all be
explained by biological descent. Thus, NE1m, SE1m and SE3m are not
descendants of NC1m but instead are sons of women who had other
children with him or his male-line genetic descendants; SP2m is the
biological son of one of these individuals, SE1m. These four individuals
represent cases of incorporation of male individuals into a patriline
when their mothers reproduced with a man born into the lineage: this
could indicate adoptive kinship, although in two cases the fathers of
these male individuals were also third-degree or fourth-degree biological relatives of NC1m (Extended Data Fig. 8). Social fatherhood in this
Neolithic community could be as important as biological fatherhood,
a pattern observed ethnographically in societies such as the patrilineal and polygynous Nuer24. The presence of eight individuals who are
not close biological relatives of any member of the lineage could be
interpreted in several ways. Three were women; it is possible they were
mates of lineage male individuals but did not reproduce, or that we
have not sampled their offspring (who probably would not have been
buried in the tomb if they were adult daughters). Some or all of these
eight may have been considered kin by association or co-residence, or
by adoption, raising the possibility of a meaningful role for completely
non-biological kinship within the community; however, it is possible
that reasons other than kinship were a factor in their inclusion in the
tomb and the presence of unrelated individuals is noted at tombs from
the same period in Ireland4. Overall, however, it is clear that biological
relationships and kin membership were critical to the placement of
many of the dead in this tomb: two pairs of sub-lineages within a single
patriline were core to the layout of the tomb, and most of those buried
in the chambers were lineage members. We therefore infer that the patriline and maternal sub-lineages grounded in the first generation both
had anchoring roles in how kinship was negotiated at a tomb designed
to both bring together and subdivide the community.
This analysis provides additional archaeological insights. Bayesian
modelling of radiocarbon dates suggested Hazleton North was probably only in use for up to three generations, but the ancient DNA data
document five generations in the southern chamber (Supplementary
Information Section 4). Osteological identification of the minimum
number of individuals in a tomb has the potential to greatly underestimate the numbers present25, yet the 66 skeletal samples that produced
genome-wide data included 31 cases of genetic duplicates despite selecting bones and teeth that were not attributed to the same individuals.
This suggests that our sampling is well on its way to capturing a good
fraction of the individuals whose remains were recovered from the tomb
and adds strength to the osteological inference that Hazleton North
accommodated tens rather than hundreds of individuals (Supplementary Information Section 1). Approximately 100 long cairns are known
within 50 km of Hazleton North; one only 80 m away. Further excavation,
radiocarbon dating and ancient DNA analyses are needed to assess how
many of these exhibit similar contemporary kinship practices, but it is
possible that a high proportion of the local contemporary kin groups
built and used such tombs. We have too few measurements of stable
isotopes on the individuals that we analysed to be able to study correlations to cross-geology mobility19, but isotopic analyses of additional
individuals with genetic data could reveal undetected patterns.
This study illustrates how ancient DNA analysis can be combined with
archaeological evidence to draw inferences about kinship practices
invisible to other methods. In particular, our ability to reconstruct a
family tree spanning five continuous generations reveals the first direct
4 | Nature | www.nature.com

evidence for a central role for patrilineal descent in Neolithic mortuary
practices5, the acceptance of ‘stepsons’ into the patriline, and a key role
for maternal sub-lineages. Adoption or kinship by association may
also have had a role in the inclusion of biologically unrelated individuals. Hazleton North cannot be considered a template for all Neolithic
chambered tombs since the layout of such monuments varied and
kinship practices could have varied between (and within) the different regions where such tombs were built22. Nonetheless, this analysis
advances our understanding of kinship and chambered tomb construction in Neolithic Britain. Future research carrying out similar studies in
additional tombs both in a Neolithic context in northern Europe and
in other cultural contexts has the potential to test alternative theories
about kinship in past societies.
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Methods
Sampling and ancient DNA data generation
We obtained permission from the Corinium Museum to sample 8 postcranial bones, 17 petrous bones and 49 teeth from Hazleton North.
Processing into powder was carried out in dedicated clean rooms.
DNA was extracted from powder using an automated protocol with
silica-coated magnetic beads and ‘Dabney binding buffer’26. DNA
extracts equivalent to between 6 and 8 mg of powder were converted
into either single-stranded or double-stranded libraries (Supplementary Table 1) following automated library preparation. For some samples, we built multiple libraries. USER treatment was applied before
single-stranded library preparation27 and partial UDG treatment
before double-stranded library preparation28. Amplified libraries
were enriched using two rounds of consecutive hybridization capture enrichment (‘1240k’ strategy29,30) targeting 1,233,013 SNPs and
the mitochondrial genome or, ‘Twist Ancient DNA’ (Supplementary
Table 1), a custom probe panel synthesized by Twist Biosciences. The
Twist Biosciences custom panel targets the very same 1,233,013 SNPs
as well as additional SNPs and tiling regions (Twist probes targeting
the mitochondrial genome were spiked in) and was performed for only
one round of enrichment using reagents and buffers provided by Twist
Biosciences. Captured libraries were sequenced either on an Illumina
NextSeq500 instrument with 2 × 76 cycles (2 × 7 cycles for the indices)
or on an Illumina HiSeq X10 with 2 × 101 cycles (2 × 7 for the indices)
(Supplementary Table 1). For this study, we restricted all our analysis
to the 1,233,013 SNPs in common between 1240k and Twist Ancient
DNA, as well as the mitochondrial genome.
Following the same procedure as in Olalde et al.31, we trimmed
adapter sequences, merged paired-end sequences, aligned to both the
human reference genome (hg19) and the mitochondrial genome (RSRS)
using BWA v.0.6.132, and removed PCR duplicate sequences. The computational pipelines are available on GitHub (https://github.com/DReichLab/ADNA-Tools, https://github.com/DReichLab/adna-workflow).
We evaluated ancient DNA authenticity using several criteria: a rate
of cytosine deamination at the terminal nucleotide above 3%; a ratio
of Y to combined X + Y chromosome sequences below 0.03 or above
0.35 (intermediate values are indicative of the presence of DNA from
at least two individuals of different sex); for male individuals with sufficient coverage, an X chromosome contamination estimate33 whose
lower bound of the 95% confidence interval is below 1.1% (all but one are
below 0.5%); and an upper-bound rate for the 95% confidence interval
for the rate to the consensus mitochondrial sequence that exceeds 95%,
as computed using contamMix-1.0.1034.
Out of a total of 74 samples, 8 did not have any library passing these
criteria and were discarded, keeping 156 libraries from 66 samples for
further analysis (Supplementary Table 1). We retained for analysis one
sample (I30332) with 42,000 SNPs recovered that did not have enough
data to test for mitochondrial or X chromosome contamination. Given
that it did not display evidence of contamination according to the other
two authenticity criteria, we decided to include this sample in the kinship analyses but to be cautious in the interpretation of results.
Genetic sex, mitochondrial and Y chromosome haplogroup
determination
To determine genetic sex, we looked for the presence or absence
of the Y chromosome by computing the ratio of the number of
Y-chromosomal 1240k positions with available data divided by the
number of X-chromosomal and Y-chromosomal 1240k positions with
available data. Individuals with a ratio of more than 0.35 were considered genetic males and individuals with a ratio of less than 0.03 were
considered genetic females (Supplementary Table 1). To check for
sex chromosome aneuploidies, we computed the mean coverage on
X-chromosomal and Y-chromosomal 1240k positions, and normalized these values by the autosomal coverage on 1240k positions for

each individual. We did not find any evidence for sex chromosome
aneuploidies in any individual.
To determine mitochondrial haplogroups (Supplementary Table 1),
we constructed a consensus sequence with samtools and bcftools32,
restricting to sequences with a mapping quality of more than 30 and
a base quality of more than 30. We then called haplogroups with Haplogrep235.
We determined Y chromosome haplogroups (Supplementary Table 1)
based on the nomenclature of the International Society of Genetic
Genealogy (http://www.isogg.org) version 14.76 (25 April 2019), restricting to sequences with a mapping quality of 30 or more and a base quality
of 30 or more.

Biological kinship estimation
We estimated pairwise allelic mismatch rates in the autosomes31,36,37
for each pair of libraries (n = 156) deriving from 66 different samples,
randomly sampling one DNA sequence at each ‘1240k’ polymorphic
position and masking the two terminal nucleotides of each sequence
to reduce the effects of post-mortem deamination. We then computed
relatedness coefficients r for each pair (Supplementary Table 4):
r = 1 –(2 × (x − (b /2))/b)
with x being the mismatch rate of the pair under analysis and b the
mismatch rate expected for two unrelated individuals from Neolithic
Britain (0.2504; Supplementary Information Section 2.2). We also
computed 95% confidence intervals using block jackknife standard
errors over 5-Mb blocks38.
A total of 105 pairs of libraries stemming from 44 pairs of samples
had relatedness coefficients larger than 0.85, indicating that they share
their entire genome and that they derived from the same individual.
To increase resolution in the kinship analysis, we merged the data from
samples deriving from the same individual and from libraries deriving from the same sample, keeping 35 unique individuals for further
analysis. We gave a unique identifier to each of these 35 individuals
(Supplementary Table 1) based on their burial location and genetic
sex (for example, NC1m = male individual 1 from the north chamber).
We recomputed the mismatch rates and relatedness coefficients r
on the merged dataset and annotated degrees of relationship (Supplementary Table 5, Extended Data Fig. 2). We used cut-offs lying
halfway between the expected relatedness coefficients for different
degrees of genetic relationships39: 1 for identical twins or samples
deriving from the same individuals, 0.5 for first-degree relationships
(parent–offspring and siblings), 0.25 for second-degree relationships
(grandparent–grandchild, uncle/aunt–nephew/niece, half-siblings,
and double cousins), 0.125 for third-degree relatives (first cousins,
great-grandparent–great-grandchild, half uncle/aunt–nephew/niece,
among others) and 0.0625 for fourth-degree relationships.
In addition, we determined the type of relationship (siblings or parent–offspring) connecting first-degree relatives based on uniparental
markers (mtDNA and Y chromosome) and the DNA sharing along the
chromosomes. To analyse DNA sharing patterns along the chromosomes, we computed allelic mismatch rate patterns across sliding windows of 20 Mb, moving by 1 Mb each step (Supplementary Table 6), and
visually identified the presence (indicative of a sibling relationship) or
absence (indicative of a parent–offspring relationship) of regions with
zero or two chromosomes sharing for each first-degree relative pair
with sufficient coverage. We illustrate this approach in Extended Data
Fig. 3a and annotate the type of relationship for each first-degree pair
(Supplementary Table 5).

Family tree reconstruction
We attempted to reconstruct the family tree relating 27 close biological
relatives using the pairwise degrees of genetic relatedness (Extended
Data Fig. 2) through a process of triangulation that allowed us to discard
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most tree topologies relating these individuals (Supplementary Information Section 2.3). To aid this process, we also incorporated information regarding: the types of first-degree relationships (Supplementary
Table 5); the mtDNA and Y chromosome lineages transmitted through
maternal and paternal lines (Supplementary Table 1); genetic sex (Supplementary Table 1); the presence or absence of runs of homozygosity
(ROH) indicative of inbreeding (Extended Data Fig. 9b); and age at death
as determined through osteological analysis (Supplementary Table 1).
After this procedure, we kept two possible tree topologies differing
on whether NC1m is the father (Fig. 1c) or the son of SC3m (Extended
Data Fig. 4). To disambiguate between these two scenarios, we studied
the colocalization of break points of shared DNA segments between
individual SC3m and each of his second-degree relatives NC4m, NE2m,
SC2m and SP1m (Supplementary Information Section 2.4, Extended
Data Fig. 5). This allowed us to obtain a unique family pedigree relating
most of the Hazleton North individuals (Fig. 1c).

Testing the validity of the proposed family tree
We validated the family tree in Fig. 1c using three independent lines of
evidence (Supplementary Information Section 2.5): (1) we computed
pairwise mismatch rates and relatedness coefficients on the X chromosome (Supplementary Table 5) following the same formula:
r = 1 − (2 × (x − (b /2))/b) . For male–male comparisons, we adjusted
the formula as follows to account for the fact that male individuals
have only one X chromosome: r = 1 – (x/b). We plotted relatedness coefficients on the X chromosome for first-degree and second-degree pairs
(Extended Data Fig. 6a), grouping these pairs based on whether they
are expected to share X chromosome DNA according to the tree structure proposed in Fig. 1c. We found that X chromosome sharing patterns
perfectly fit the proposed tree structure. (2) For each first-degree or
second-degree pair with more than 100,000 overlapping SNPs, we
computed allelic mismatch rate values across sliding windows of
20 Mb, moving by 1 Mb each step (Supplementary Table 6). We plotted
these values along the chromosomes and visually identified contiguous
regions where the allelic mismatch rate is consistent with one chromosome that is identical between the two individuals due to recent descent
from a shared ancestor (identical by descent (IBD)) (Extended Data
Fig. 3b). In Supplementary Table 5, we annotated the number of such
IBD segments identified for each first-degree and second-degree relative pair. We next plotted the number of IBD segments for first-degree
and second-degree relationships (Extended Data Fig. 6b), again grouping the pairs according to type of relationship in the proposed tree
(Fig. 1c). We recovered the expected pattern40,41 of a higher number of
IBD segments in avuncular and maternal half-sibling pairs than in grandparent–grandchild and paternal half-sibling pairs, adding further support to the proposed tree structure. (3) We replicated our results using
the software NgsRelate v.242 that uses genotype likelihoods and population allele frequencies to estimate Cotterman coefficients k0, k1 and
k2, which correspond to the probability of sharing 0, 1 and 2 alleles in
identity by descent. From these coefficients, the software computes
the Theta coefficient (θ), which is equivalent to the relatedness coefficient r. To run NgsRelate, we first created genotype likelihoods directly
from the bam alignment files using ANGSD v0.92333. We included Hazleton North individuals as well as the set of 53 Neolithic individuals from
other sites in Britain. We then ran NgsRelate providing as input the
genotype likelihood file and allele frequencies estimated only on the
Neolithic set from Britain, to avoid possible bias in allele frequencies
stemming from the presence of a high number of closely related individuals at Hazleton North. We observed a strong correlation between
both methodologies (Extended Data Fig 7).
Principal component analysis
To obtain an overview of the ancestry of the Hazleton North individuals,
we ran a principal component analysis using the ‘smartpca’ program in
EIGENSOFT43. We merged the genomic data from the Hazleton North

individuals with other ancient Neolithic and Bronze Age individuals
from Britain and Ireland reported in previous publications2–4,8,9,44, as well
as with 1,109 present-day West Eurasian individuals genotyped on the
Affymetrix Human Origins Array43,45,46, restricting to 591,642 SNPs that
overlapped between the 1240k capture and the Human Origins Array.
We projected ancient individuals onto the components computed
on present-day individuals with lsqproject:YES and shrinkmode:YES,
and plotted the first two principal components (PCs) (Extended Data
Fig. 9a). The Hazleton individuals form a homogeneous cluster within
the genomic diversity of contemporaneous Neolithic individuals from
England, Scotland and Ireland, indicating that they derived from a very
similar pool of ancestors as other Neolithic groups across Britain. We
did not detect individuals shifted towards smaller values on PC1 that
would suggest recent admixture with Mesolithic hunter–gatherers.

Genetic inbreeding analysis
To study the presence of inbreeding in the Hazleton North group, we
used the software hapROH47 that detects ROH in ancient individuals.
ROH are regions of an individual’s genome where the maternal and
paternal chromosomes are identical because they derive from a recent
common ancestor. The number and length of these segments in a given
individual inform about the degree of biological relationship between
the parents. We ran hapROH using standard parameters on the Hazleton
individuals with data for more than 400,000 SNPs covered (Supplementary Table 1, Extended Data Fig. 9b). The software also computes the
ROH expected for offspring of close relatives in outbred populations,
and for individuals from populations with a small effective population
size47. The lack of long ROH in all but one individual (Extended Data
Fig. 9b) indicates that the Hazleton community effectively avoided
reproductive unions between close relatives. Only one individual (SE6f)
had a long ROH of 31 cM, which could be compatible with offspring of
second or third cousins. This individual does not belong to the family
pedigree.
Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The Hazleton North chambered tomb. a, Distribution
of human remains in both chambers. The schematics in a are adapted from ref.
1
, original figures © Historic England. b, Right humerus from Individual C

showing helical fracture (red arrow), tooth marks (yellow arrow) and gnawed
proximal and distal ends (white arrows).

Extended Data Fig. 2 | Degrees of biological relatedness among individuals at Hazleton North. (Supplementary Information Section 2.2). Pairs with fewer
than 15,000 overlapping SNPs are indicated with an asterisk.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Using allelic mismatch rate patterns along the
chromosomes to differentiate types of relationships for individuals
sharing the same amount of DNA. a, Differentiating between
parent-offspring and sibling relationships. Allelic mismatch rate values across
sliding windows of 20 Mb, moving by 1 Mb each step. As an example, we show
values at chromosome 17 and include for reference a comparison between two
unrelated Neolithic individuals from Britain (in brown), and a comparison
between one individual and himself (in purple) to show how mismatch rates
behave when two chromosomes are shared. The mismatch rate pattern for
SP1m-SC1f is compatible with one chromosome shared along the entire
chromosome 14 (in fact, along all autosomal chromosomes (Supplementary
Table 6)), indicating a parent-offspring relationship. In contrast, the NC7f-SP3m
comparison shows regions on chromosome 17 where no chromosome is shared
(~65–70 Mb), other regions where two chromosomes are shared (~0–25 Mb) and

other regions where one chromosome is shared (~25–60 Mb), compatible with a
sibling relationship. b, Comparing DNA sharing patterns between SC9f and her
paternal grandparents. We show mismatch rate values at chromosome 2 and
include for reference a parent-offspring comparison (SE1m-SP2m; in blue) to
show how mismatch rates behave when one chromosome is shared. Two
recombination events (one at ~145 Mb and other at ~220 Mb) in SC9f’s father’s
gamete result in SC9f sharing one chromosome with SC3m from the start of the
chromosome to ~145 Mb, one chromosome with SC4f from 145 to 220 Mb and
one chromosome with SC3m from 220 Mb to the end of the chromosome. This
pattern of sharing one chromosome with either SC3m or SC4f (but never
both) at every location of the genome is characteristic of comparisons between
a grandchild and his/her two grandparents and is also observed in the other
autosomal chromosomes.

Extended Data Fig. 4 | Alternative family tree fitting all the genetic
evidence except the IBD breakpoints co-localization analysis.
(Supplementary Section 2.4, Extended Data Figure 5). Individuals are coloured

according to the female sub-lineage they belong to (NC1m and NC5m do not
belong to any of the four major sub-lineages and are thus given a different
color).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Using co-localization of IBD breakpoints to
disambiguate between family tree in Fig. 1c and family tree in Extended
Data Fig. 4. a, We show mismatch rate values across sliding windows of 20 Mb
on chromosome 3, moving by 1 Mb each step, for comparisons between SC3m
and his four second-degree relatives. b, c, Recombination events on

chromosome 3 needed to explain the observed mismatch rate patterns under
b, the scenario of tree in Fig. 1c where 4 recombination events are required, or
c, the scenario of the tree in Extended Data Fig. 4 where 10 recombination
events are required including the extremely implausible occurrence of two
recombination events at the same genomic locations in four different gametes.

Extended Data Fig. 6 | Testing the validity of the family pedigree in Fig. 1c
using X-chromosome relatedness and number of shared IBD segments.
a, Relatedness coefficients in the X-chromosome for first- and second-degree
relationships with more than 300 overlapping SNPs. For each comparison,
expected values according to the type of relationship in the family tree in Fig. 1c

are shown in grey boxes. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. b, Number of
shared IBD segments on chromosomes 1-22 for first- and second-degree
relationships. Pairs are grouped according to their type of relationship in the
family tree in Fig. 1c.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Testing the consistency of the kinship results using
NgsRelate42 . a, Correlation between the relatedness coefficient r and the Theta
coefficient computed with NgsRelate, restricting to comparisons with more

than 15,000 overlapping SNPs. b, Cotterman coefficients k0 and k2 for firstand second-degree relationships, as computed with NgsRelate.

Extended Data Fig. 8 | Comparing autosomal relatedness between
reproductive partners, different male reproductive partners of a female
and different female reproductive partners of a male. To estimate
relatedness coefficients between unsampled and sampled male reproductive

partners of a female, we doubled the relatedness coefficient obtained between
the son of the unsampled male and the sampled male, to account for the fact
that a son is one degree of relationship further away from their father’s relatives
as compared to his father. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Principal Component Analysis and inbreeding
analysis. a, Principal component analysis of Hazleton North individuals and
other ancient individuals from Britain and Ireland. Ancient individuals were
projected onto the principal components computed on a set of present-day
West Eurasians genotyped on the Human Origins Array (not shown in the
figure). Individuals with fewer than 15,000 SNPs on the Human Origins dataset

were excluded for this analysis. b, Runs of homozygosity (ROH) in different
length categories for the Hazleton North individuals with more than 400,000
SNPs covered. ROH were computed using hapROH47. Below, we plot the
expected ROH length distribution for the offspring of closely related parents in
outbred populations and for individuals from populations with small effective
population size47.

Extended Data Table 1 | Key details for sampled individuals

The individual code consists of the location of the remains, then a number for the individual within that location, and finally their sex. For those with an osteological code, this value is provided in parentheses. Full details, including bone element numbers, radiocarbon dates and stable isotope data are provided in Supplementary Table 1. Fr. = fracture; Gn. = gnawed by canids;
AMTL = ante-mortem tooth loss; DA = dental abscess; DISH = Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis; CO = cribra orbitalia; OA = osteoarthritis; OD = osteochondritis dissecans; PD = periodontal
disease; PH = porotic hyperostosis; SA = septic arthritis.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Statistically significant patterns in genetic data

Two-sided binomial tests for rows 1–3, Fisher’s exact tests for row 4 (two-sided) and row 5 (one-sided). See Supplementary Section 3 and Supplementary Table 7 for details.

